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CVC Highlights: 3 ways to address canine fear
related aggression in your clinic
Every aggressive dog is different, but these guidelines from Dr. Wayne Hunthausen
will help you treat—and prevent—fearrelated aggression in all your canine patients.
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By Wayne L. Hunthausen, DVM
VETERINARY MEDICINE
1. START BY PREVENTING IT IN PUPPIES

Dr. Wayne L.
Hunthausen

My most important recommendation is to work with puppies
to prevent aggression from developing in the first place. To
do this, keep lots of puppy kibble and other small treats on
hand in the examination room. On a puppy's first visit, give
it lots of treats throughout the examination: Touch the
puppy, give it a treat. Auscultate its heart, give a treat;
examine its ears, give it a treat. When you vaccinate, put a
big spoonful of peanut butter or a handful of kibble on the
examination table to distract the pup and make that
experience as enjoyable as possible. By following this
routine throughout the examination, you'll teach the puppy
to associate your touch with a positive experience,
reducing the likelihood of the puppy becoming fear
aggressive.

Also, encourage puppy owners to drop by your clinic once or twice a week with their
new puppies to establish a relationship with the veterinarians and support staff. At my
practice, every free staff member takes a few moments to welcome these puppies
with treats.
2. TURN AROUND A SNARLING PUPPY
If an 8 or 9weekold puppy brought in for its new puppy examination leans against
its owner or snarls when I approach it, I postpone examination or vaccination for a
week or two if possible. I'll tell the owner "Looks like this pup's having an offday, and
I want its visit to be fun. So today let's just talk about important things like house
training and parasite prevention."
I then ask the owner to bring the puppy in once a day or at
least three times a week for the next week or two. And I tell
the owner to bring a pouch of cooked chicken pieces to give
the puppy. During these visits, every staff member available
pets the dog and gives it treats as well—often with the puppy
on the examination table. After doing this, I've seen amazing
turnarounds in one to two weeks in puppies that showed
high arousal and fear on their first visit. These puppies
learned to like the veterinary staff and to enjoy their visits to
the clinic.
3. DEALING WITH AN AGGRESSIVE ADULT DOG
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Of course, it's harder to train an adult dog that is aggressive Sharon Montrose /
in the examination room, especially a dog that has, for
Getty Images
example, been held down for a procedure such as anal sac
expression. In these dogs, the behavior problem is likely entrenched, so it may be
impractical to take weeks to months to attempt to correct the problem by having the
pet visit for treats, especially if there is a medical problem that needs to be
addressed. In these cases, drug therapy is probably necessary.
I initially prescribe an oral medication such as
trazodone, clonidine, or alprazolam. See
Table 1 for dosages.
Have the owner start at home with a dose at
the lower end of the range to see how it
affects the dog and to determine the duration
to effect. Most pets will respond within one to
two hours. If necessary, have the owner
Table 1 Recommended Dosages for gradually increase the dose during
Alprazolam, Clonidine, and
subsequent trials until the dog is very relaxed
Trazodone in Aggressive Dogs
yet responsive and able to walk up and down
stairs safely. Once the proper dose is
determined, ask the owner to administer that dose one to two hours before the dog's
next clinic appointment.
At the clinic, approach the dog slowly, initially avoiding eye contact but giving the dog
treats (the treats must be highly desirable, such as meat or cheese). Gradually make
eye contact while continuing to give the dog treats. If the dog shows signs of
aggression, ask the owner to return with the dog after giving it a higher dose of
medication. If a dog continues to exhibit fear aggression, an injectable sedative may
be necessary.
Dr. Hunthausen is a Veterinary Medicine Practitioner Advisory Board member and
coauthor of the new edition of Behavior Problems of the Dog and Cat, available in
January 2013. (Landsberg G, Hunthausen W, Ackerman L. Behavior Problems of the
Dog and Cat, 3rd ed. Edinburgh: Saunders Elsevier, 2013.)
Wayne L. Hunthausen, DVM
Animal Behavior Consultations
Westwood Animal Hospital
Westwood, KS 66205
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